[Design of de novo specific DNA-binding peptides, using the motif beta-chain-turn-beta-chain for recognizing a nucleotide sequence in DNA].
De novo design and synthesis by a solid phase technique of linear and cyclic 26-residues peptides are reported. The peptides use beta-strand-turn-beta -strand motif for sequence recognition on DNA. Amino acid sequences in the two peptides are identical, but the structure of the cyclic peptide is constrained by S-S bridge between two cysteine residues. A 28-residue peptide containing at the N-terminus a copper-chelating peptide Gly-Gly-His is also synthesized which can be used as a potential DNA-cleaving reagent. Binding of these peptides to various natural and synthetic DNAs and DNA fragment with a known base pair sequence has been studied by CD spectroscopy, fluorescence methods and DNAse I footprinting technique. By means of CD spectroscopy it is shown that 26-residue linear and cyclic peptides are partially in disordered and beta-conformations in aqueous solution in absence and in presence of 20% trifluoroethanol (TFE), but assume partially an alpha-helix conformation in the presence of 50% TFE. It is shown that linear and cyclic peptides bind to DNA. The binding approaches saturation level when one peptide molecule is bound approximately per three or four DNA base pairs. We found that antibiotic distamycin A, binding in the minor DNA groove, competes effectively with the 26-residue linear and cyclic peptides for binding to poly(dA).poly (dT). According to the CD spectroscopy data the linear and cyclic peptides undergo conformation changes upon binding to DNA, whereas the DNA structure is not markedly altered. Difference CD spectra obtained by subtracting the spectrum of the free DNA from the spectrum of the peptide-DNA mixture differ from the spectrum of the free peptide. The shapes of difference CD spectra are consistent with a conformation transition from a disordered conformation into a beta-like conformation upon binding of peptide to DNA. DNAase I footprinting diagrams show that there is a specific protection by linear and cyclic peptides of the nucleotide sequences on two ends of operators OR1, OR2 and OR3 and pseudooperators within the cro gene of 434 phage.